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Abstract 

Common Shan language is a medium among Tai language speakers in Myanmar.  This study 

aims to analyze the grammatical aspects of Shan language with an attempt to introduce the word 

categories of Shan language and their functions from a descriptive point of view.  The 

introduction part presents a brief description of the term "Shan" and the sound system of the 

language.  Sections 1 and 2 analyze word categories and their functions respectively. 

Introduction 

10% of the population of Myanmar are Shan ethnic. In Myanmar, the term Shan (ရှမ ်း) 

is referring to people speaking Tai language family. The Shan calls themselves Tai (တ ်း). The 

word Tai (တ ်း) means: free or freedom in the Shan (Tai) language. The term ‘Shan’, which was 

formerly spelt သျှမ ်း or သျှျှာမ ်း in Myanmar. The word သျှမ ်း (Shan) or သျှျှံ (Syam) found in stone 

inscription, in the ancient city of Bagan, the earliest dating from AD 1120.  After 19 centuries, 

Myanmar used the term ရှမ ်း (Shan) to refer to the Tai group. Myanmar ရ ှand သျှ represent only 

 sound. Myanmar ရ ှseem to Shan ႁ which is represented in sound. 

Tai group like the term သျှမ ်း than ရှမ ်း in Myanmar writing. Because of the term ရှမ ်း in 

Myanmar writing is seem to ႁမ ်း 4in Tai (Shan) writing. In Tai (Shan) language, ႁမ ်း 

4means: ‘bran, to fight, to beat.’ If use the term ႁမ ်း, it is looking like to insignificant Tai 

(Shan) group. 

In this paper, I would like to introduce some grammatical aspect of common Shan, 

which is a medium of among Tai language speaking in Myanmar. In this study, me, myself, and 

various places of Tai (Shan) people who living in Shan State, Chaing Mai and Ruili-Mangshi 

(China), are the main informants. And also based on information from online Tai (Shan) Radio 
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programmes. 

This study is aimed to study the grammatical functions of the common Shan (Tai) 

language use in Myanmar and to analyze the Shan grammar. 

Firstly, I would like to introduce about the Shan sound system. 

There are 18 consonant phonemes in Shan language, which can be divided into three 

categories according to their distribution, 1) initial consonants, 2) clusters and 3) final consonants. 

 

All of which can occur in syllable-initial position either alone or in consonant clusters. 

The 18 Shan initials consonant phonemes are: 

ပ   ၽ   မ   ဝ 

တ    ထ   ၼ  

ၸ   သ  

ရ   လ  

ယ    ၺ  

ၵ   ၶ   င  

ႁ   ဢ  

 

ယ ,ရ and ဝ can occur the second position of consonants and form as a cluster. 

There are only 14 combined consonantal patterns. Those are , , 

, , , and The most useful clusters are ‘and’. 

The others are mostly represented in loan words. In addition, the long vowel is the most 

occurrences with those clusters. Some Shan speakers pronounce the cluster -r instead of -l and 

some speakers pronounce the cluster -l separately as two syllables. 

ပ  တ ၵ မ ၼ andင can be occurred at the final position 

of syllables.  

There are 11 monophthongs, which are seven basic vowels, long vowel of , the neutral 

vowel , and two secondary vowels . The neutral vowel is mostly use for loan words.  

There are 13 diphthongs in Shan language. Those diphthongs can stand without 

consonants. Each of the diphthongs shown below is a complete word with its own meaning. 

 

ဢႆ 1  'cough' 
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ဢ ႆ 1   'be shy' 

ဢဝ  1   'to take' 

ဢ ဝ  1   'younger brother of one's father' 

ဢ   1   'make a confused noise in one's sleep or from sudden fright'  

ဢဝိ  1   'run, flee' 

ဢဝဵ ်ႈ 3   'wind around' 

ဢဝႅ  1   'waist' 

ဢၺု  1   'scatter' 

ဢၺူ  1   'draw of the sound' 

ဢ ႆ 1   'sprinkle' 

ဢိၺု ်း 4   'used in hailing, calling out to someone' 

ဢိၺူ , 2   'draw of the sound' 

 

Shan language is a tonal language. There are five to six tones in Shan, depending on the 

dialect. Tone 1 represents to rising tone, tone 2 represents to low tone, tone 3 represents to mid-

falling tone, tone 4 represents to a high tone, tone 5 represents falling-creaky tone, and tone 6 

represents emphatic. Tone 6 is, only spoken in the northern Shan (who are living in northern Shan 

State, Myanmar and China border area) in other parts it is only used for emphasis. 

In this paper, I will use the tone number (as a superscript number) to describe about the 

Shan pronunciation as ၼႃ1for tone number 1, as well as the rising tone. 

Data are presented in the four-line format as follows. 

Line 1 Shan orthography 

Line 2 Phonetic transcription 

Line 3 Gloss 

Line 4 Free English translation 

Line 1 represents a word, phrase, clause, sentence in common Shan orthography. Line 2 

represents the same material on line 1 in a modified IPA phonetic transcription. Line 3 gives 

glosses, of the literal meaning of each word that appears on line 2. Line 4 gives a relatively free 

English translation of the Shan words, phrases, clauses and sentences. 
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1 Lexical words 

1.1. Nouns 

A noun is a member of the syntactic class that includes words, which refer to people, places, 

things, ideas, or concepts. There are both monosyllabic and polysyllabic noun words in Shan, as 

ၵ င ်ႉ 5‘chief of a village’, ၵူၼ ်း 4‘mankind’, ၽႃ်ႉ 5‘sky’, ႁွင ်ႈ 3‘large brook’, 

ၵလ င ်ႇ 2‘syphilis’, ငလ ်ႆး 4‘hell’, etc.  

Most Shan nouns are monosyllabic words. Therefore, new words are formed by 

compounding word to word without changing their original forms. There are two main processes 

of word formation; i.e. nominalization, compounding. 

 

1.1.1. Nominalization 

Nominalization is “a noun derived from a member of another lexical category.” Generally, in Shan, 

there are three words ၵ ၼ  1, တ င ်း4and လ င ်ႈ 3, which added in front of verbs to 

form nouns. The lexical meaning of ၵ ၼ  1 is ‘work’, တ င ်း4is ‘way, manner’ and လ င ်ႈ 

3is ‘account of or case.’  

 

ၵ ၼ   + verb  noun  [ၵ ၼ 1‘work’] 

(1) ၵ ၼ ၵိၼ  

11 

[ၵ ၼ  1 ‘work’ + ၵိၼ  1 ‘to eat’]     

‘eating’ 

(2) ၵ ၼ ၵပ ်းသိပု ်ႇ    

14 2

[ၵ ၼ  1 ‘work’ + ၵပ ်းသိပု ်ႇ 4 2 ‘to contact’]   

‘communication’  

တ င ်း  +  verb   noun  [တ င ်း4‘way, road, mean, cause’] 

(3) တ င ်းၵိၼ     

41

[တ င ်း 4 ‘way’ + ၵိၼ  1 ‘to eat’]
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‘food’ 

(4) တ င ်းၵဝူ     

41

[တ င ်း 4 ‘way’ + ၵူဝ  1 ‘be afraid’]    

‘fear’ 

 လ င ်ႈ  + verb   noun  [လ င ်ႈ 3 ‘account of or case’, ‘fact’] 

(5) လ င ်ႈၵိၼ     

3 1

[လ င ်ႈ 3 ‘case’ + ၵိၼ  1 ‘to eat’]

 ‘eating affair’  

(6) လ င ်ႈလ ီ     

3 1  

[လ င ်ႈ 3 ‘case’ + လ ီ1 ‘be good’]   

 ‘good affair’  

 

1.1.2. Compounding 

Compounding is the process of forming a word by combining two or more existing words. 

Compounding plays an important role in forming new words in Shan. Most Shan compounds are 

endocentric. Endocentric compound means that the head carries the central meaning of the 

compound. Shan compound nouns usually consist of at least one noun, but not always.  

 

 ၵူၼ ်း4 + noun  Cpd.n. [ၵူၼ ်း4‘human’] 

(7) ၵူၼ ်းမိူင ်း    

4 4

[ၵူၼ ်း 4 ‘human’ + မိူင ်း 4 ‘country’]  

‘Citizen’     

(8) ၵူၼ ်းဝ ၼ ်ႈ   

4 3  

[ၵူၼ ်း 4 ‘human’ + ဝ ၼ ်ႈ 3 ‘village’]   

‘Villager’  
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 တူၼ ်ႈ3 + noun Cpd.n. [တူၼ ်ႈ3 ‘denote to tree of plant’] 

(9) တူၼ ်ႈၶဝ ်ႈ    

3 3  

[တူၼ ်ႈ 3 ‘plant’ + ၶဝ ်ႈ 3 ‘rice’]   

‘rice plant’   

(10) တူၼ ်ႈဢ ႆ်ႈ   

3 3  

[တူၼ ်ႈ 3 ‘plant’ + ဢ ႆ်ႈ 3 ‘sugar cane’]   

‘sugar cane’   

 

ၸဝ ်ႈ3 + noun  Cpd.n.[ၸဝ ်ႈ3 ‘denote to owner or carrer’] 

(11) ၸဝ ်ႈၼႃ်း 

3 4  

[ၸဝ ်ႈ 3 ‘owner’ + ၼႃ်း 4 ‘paddy field’]   

‘farmer’  

  (12) ၸဝ ်ႈၵုၼ ်ႇ   

3 2  

[ၸဝ ်ႈ 3 ‘owner’ + ၵုၼ ်ႇ 2 ‘goods’]   

‘merchant’   

 

 ၵူၼ ်း4 + verb Cpd.n 

(13) ၵူၼ ်းၸ  ်ႉ    

4 3   

[ၵူၼ ်း 4 ‘human’ + ၸ  ်ႉ 3 ‘to order’]  

‘servant’  

(14) ၵူၼ ်းႁ ပ ်ႇ  

4 2  

[ၵူၼ ်း 4 ‘human’ + ႁ ပ ်ႇ 2 ‘to carry on the shoulder’]   

‘porter’ 
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 တီ်ႈ3 + verb  Cpd.n. [တီ်ႈ3 ‘denote to place or spot’] 

(15) တီ်ႈၼင ်ႈ  

3 3  

[တီ်ႈ 3 ‘place’ + ၼင ်ႈ 3 ‘to sit’]   

‘sitting place, seat’  

(16) တီ်ႈယူ်ႇ    

3 2  

[တီ်ႈ 3 ‘place’ + ယူ်ႇ 2 ‘to stay’]    

‘place’    

 

ဢၼ   + verb   Cpd.n. [ဢၼ  1 ‘denotes to thing, item’] 

(17) ဢၼ ၵိၼ    

1 1

[ဢၼ  ‘thing’ + ၵိၼ  1 ‘to eat’]   

‘food’    

(18) ဢၼ ၵုိတ ်း   

1 4

[ဢၼ  thing’ + ၵုိတ ်း 4 ‘be left’]   

‘balance’   

 

In some cases, however, the head does not carry the central meaning. Such compounds 

are called exocentric. Exocentric compound nouns are not too much in Shan. 

 

 

 

(19) ၶူ်ႈလင     

3 1  

[ၶူ်ႈ 3 ‘do incessantly’ + လင  1 ‘back’]   

‘ nose’ 
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(20) ထူင ၶီ်ႈ    

1 3  

[ထူင  1 ‘bag’ + ၶီ်ႈ 3 ‘excrement’]   

‘stomach’   

 

Shan people created semantic compound words, to be used for literary stylistics or 

aesthetic function and in spoken.  

Some compound words are with the same or related meaning. 

 

(21) င ိူၼ ်းတငွ ်း 

4 4

[င ိူၼ ်း 4 ‘silver’ + တငွ ်း 4 ‘copper, bronze’]  

‘wealth’  

(22) င ိူၼ ်းၶမ ်း   

  4 4  

[င ိူၼ ်း 4 ‘silver’ + ၶမ ်း 4 ‘gold’] 

‘wealth’ 

 

And, some compound words are with opposite meaning. After combining, both words 

weaken their original meanings and create a new meaning. 

 

(23) ပ ီႈၼငွ ်ႉ    

  3 5

  [ပ ီႈ 3 ‘elder sibling’ + ၼငွ ်ႉ 5 ‘younger sibling’]  

‘relative’ 

(24) လၵဵ ်ႉယ  ႂ်ႇ   

5 2  

[လၵဵ ်ႉ 5 ‘be small’ + ယ  ႂ်ႇ 2 ‘be big’] 

‘size’ 
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In some compound nouns, the second nouns are modifying to the closest previous noun. 

 

(25) ေ မ ႂ်ႇၶမ ်း    

  2 4  

[ေ မ ႂ်ႇ 2 ‘well, mine’ + ၶမ ်း 4 ‘gold’] 

‘gold mine’ 

(26) ေ မ ီႈၼမ ်ႉ   

  3 5

[ေ မ ီႈ 3 ‘pot’ + ၼမ ်ႉ 5 ‘water’]  

‘jar’ 

 

1.2. Verbs 

A verb is a member of the syntactic class of words that are typically signal events and actions, 

constitute, singly or in a phrase, a minimal predicate in a clause, govern the number and types of 

other constituents, which may occur in the clause. 

In Shan language, there are monosyllabic verbs and compound verbs. 

Monosyllabic verbs are as: ၵ ႃ်ႇ 2 ‘to go’, ၵိၼ  1 ‘to eat’, ၸ  ်ႈ 3 ‘be true’, 

သူတ ်ႉ 5 ‘to drink’, သ ၼ  1 ‘to teach’, etc. 

The verb ၵ ႃ်ႇ 2 ‘to go’ and မႃ်း 4 ‘to come’ are used after a number of verbs or 

verb phrases as ‘direction marker’ to indicate whether the action of the verb is directed towards 

or away from the speaker. 

 

(27) ပ ၵ  ႂ်ႇ    

1 2  

[ပ  1 ‘to walk’ + ၵ  ႂ်ႇ 2 ‘to go’]   

‘walk to’ 

(28) ပွၵ ီႈမ ်း    

3 4  

[ပွၵ ီႈ 3 ‘arrive back’ + မ ်း 4 ‘to come’]   

‘come back’ 
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(29) ႁဝ ်းၶ  ်ႉမ ်းယိူႂ်ႇတ ီႈၼ ်ႉ ၸမဵ မ ိူဝ ီႈလၵဵ ီႈ။    

4 54 2 3 5 1 3 3  

[we-move-to come-stay-place-this-when-young]   

‘We moved here when I was still yong.’ 

 

There are three types of compound verb pattern as [noun+verb], [verb+noun] and 

[verb+verb].  

 

noun  +  verb  Cpd.v. 

(30) ေၶႃ်းၶူမ     

4 1  

[ေၶႃ်း 4 ‘neck’ + ၶူမ  1 ‘be bitter’]   

‘be ironic’    

(31) တ င ်ႉမ်ႆႈ    

  5 3  

[တ င ်ႉ 5 ‘abdomen’ + မႆ်ႈ 3 ‘be hot’]   

‘be hungry’ 

 

When the noun ၸ   1 ‘mind’, precedees verbs, the compound verbs are denoting a 

mental feeling. 

 

 

noun  +  verb  Cpd.v. 

(32) ၸ  ၵူတ ်ႉ    

  1 5  

  [ၸ   1 ‘mind’ + ၵူတ ်ႉ 5 ‘be crooked’]  

‘be selfish, be crooked’ 

(33) ၸ  ပ တ ်း    

  1 4   

  [ၸ   1 ‘mind’ + ပ တ ်း 4 ‘be short’] 
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‘be irritable, ‘lose one’s temper’ 

 

When the noun ၸ   1 ‘mind’, follows verbs, the compound verbs are denoting the 

nature of mind. 

 

verb +  noun  Cpd.v. 

(34) ၶတ ်းၸ       

  4 1  

  [ၶတ ်း 4 ‘exert, gird on’ + ၸ  1 ‘mind’]  

‘make great effort to do a thing’ 

(35) ၸ မ ်းၸ      

  4 1   

  [ၸ မ ်း 4 ‘follow’ + ၸ   1‘mind’] 

‘indulge someone’ 

 

There are also many compound verbs, which are combining more than two verbs. 

 

verb  + verb  Cpd.v 

(36) ပၼ ၵူ်ႈ    

  1 3   

  [ပၼ  1 ‘give’ + ၵူ်ႈ 3 ‘to borrow’] 

‘to lend’ 

(37) လုၵ ်ႉၵ ႃ်ႇ    

  5 2  

  [လုၵ ်ႉ 5 ‘arise’ + ၵ ႃ်ႇ 2‘go’]  

‘leave’ 

 

Some verbs resemble verb compounds as consist of two verbs. In those verb compounds, 

the second verb describes a state that results from the action of the first verb. 
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verb1 (action) + verb2 (become) 

(38) ၼ ၼ ်းလပ ်း   

  4 4  

  [ၼ ၼ ်း 4 ‘sleep’ + လပ ်း 4‘be dark’]  

‘be asleep’ 

(39) ၼ ၼ ်းၽၼ    

  4 1  

  [ၼ ၼ ်း 4 ‘sleep’ + ၽၼ  1‘dream’]  

‘dream’ 

 

The verbs လပ ်း 4ၽၼ  1occur as a resultative verb only with ၼ ၼ ်း 4 

respectively. 

Some verb compounds are as verb serialization, in which a number of verbs sharing the same 

subject follow one after the other, with no intervening conjunctions or prepositions. Serial verb 

constructions can describe a sequence of consecutive actions. 

 

(40) ၵ ႃ်ႇသိဝု ်ႉမႃ်းၵိၼ     

  2 54 1  

  [go-buy-come-eat]  

‘() went out to buy (something and brought it) back (to) eat’ 

(41) ၼႅတ ်ႈလႅၼ ်ႈၶ မ ်ႈၵ ႃ်ႇ   

  3 3 3 2

  [hurry-run-cross-go]   

‘() hurryidely ran across’ 

 

Some verbs that denote the quality such as လီ 1, ၵတ ်း 4, ၵူဝ  1, ပီ်း 4, မႆ်ႈ 3, 

etc., those verbs play a role of an adjectival, to modify the closest noun. 

 

(42) ႁ င ်ႈလ ီ   

  3 1
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  [ႁ င ်ႈ 3 ‘appearance’ + လ ီ1 ‘be good’]

  ‘beautiful, be pretty’ 

(43) ပႃႁႅင ်ႈ    

  1 3

  [ပႃ 1 ‘fish’ + ႁႅင ်ႈ 3 ‘be dry’]

  ‘dried fish’ 

(44) ၵူၼ ်းမီ်း    

  4 4

  [ၵူၼ ်း 4 ‘human’ + မီ်း 4 ‘to have’]

  ‘rich person’ 

 

1.3. Adjective 

Shan has no formally distinct category of adjectives. Therefore, either nouns or verbs can use as 

an adjectival to modify to belonging nouns. So, the categories ‘verb’ and ‘adjective’ overlap in 

Shan language. 

 

1.3.1. Demonstractive adjectives 

There are three demonstrative adjectives in Shan. Those are ၼႆ်ႉ 5 ‘this’ [denoting the location 

of the speaker], ၼၼ ်ႉ 5 ‘that’ [indicating a distant place or time] and ပုၼ ်ႉ 5 ‘over there.’ 

Those demonstrative adjectives are always following noun. Sometime ၼႆ်ႉ 5 does not use as 

demonstrative adjective; it represents for a topic. In addition, ၼၼ ်ႉ 5 also used at the end of 

a relative clause or sentence as ဢၼ မၼ ်းဝႃ်ႈၼၼ ်ႉ 1 4 3 5 ‘what he had said.’ 

 

(45) ေၵႃ်ႉၼႆ်ႉ    

55  

[ေၵႃ်ႉ 5 ‘person’ + ၼႆ်ႉ 5 ‘this’]   

‘this person’ 

(46) တီ်ႈၶႅပ ်းႁ င ်ႈၼ်ႆႉ   

3435  
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[တီ်ႈ 3 ‘place’ + ၶႅပ ်းႁ င ်ႈ 43 ‘picture’+ ၼႆ်ႉ 5 ‘this’]  

‘in this picture’ 

(47) ၸ မ ပိဝ ၼႆ်ႉ   

11 5  

[ၸ မ  1 ‘top’ + ပဝိ  1 ‘blow’+ ၼႆ်ႉ 5 ‘this’]  

‘this flag’ or ‘Flag’  [Flag in general, ၼႆ်ႉ 5indicating ‘topic’] 

(48) ႁိူၼ ်းၼၼ ်ႉ   

45  

[ႁိူၼ ်း 4 ‘house’ + ၼၼ ်ႉ 5 ‘that’]   

‘that house’ 

(49) ၵႃ်ႈတီ်ႈပၼု ်ႉ   

3 35

[ၵႃ်ႈတီ်ႈ 3 3 ‘place’ + ပၼု ်ႉ 5 ‘over there’]    

‘over there’ 

(50) ႁိူၼ ်းပုၼ ်ႉ   

45  

[ႁိူၼ ်း 4 ‘house’ + ပုၼ ်ႉ 5 ‘over there’]   

‘the house over there’ 

 

1.3.2. Quantitative adjectives 

In Shan language, only တင ်း 4 ‘all, the whole’ can precede nouns as quantitative adjectives. 

The other quantitative adjectives as; တင ်းသဵင ်ႈ 43‘all’, တင ်းမူတ ်း 44‘all’, 

တင ်းၼမ  41‘a lot, many’, တင ်းလ  ႆ 41‘all, many’ and ၵမ ်ႈၽ င ်ႈ 

33‘some’, follow nouns. 

 

(51) တင ်းႁိူၼ ်း    

44

[တင ်း 4 ‘all, the whole’ + ႁိူၼ ်း 44‘house’]   
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‘the whole house’  

(52) ၵူၼ ်းတင ်းသဵင ်ႈ    

4 43   

[ၵူၼ ်း 4 ‘people’+ တင ်းသဵင ်ႈ 43‘all’] 

‘all people’ 

(53) ၵူၼ ်းတင ်းမူတ ်း    

4 44  

[ၵူၼ ်း 4 ‘people’+ တင ်းမူတ ်း 44‘all’]  

‘all people’ 

(54) ၵူၼ ်းတင ်းၼမ     

4 41  

[ၵူၼ ်း 4 ‘people’+ တင ်းၼမ  41 ‘a lot, many’] 

‘many people’ 

(55) ၵူၼ ်းတင ်းလ  ႆ    

4 4 1  

[ၵူၼ ်း 4 ‘people’+ တင ်းလ  ႆ  41‘all, all of, many’]  

‘many people’ 

(56) ၵူၼ ်းၵမ ်ႈၽ င ်ႈ    

4 33

[ၵူၼ ်း 4 ‘people’+ ၵမ ်ႈၽ င ်ႈ 33‘some’]  

‘some people’ 

 

1.4. Adverb and adverbial 

In Shan, there are two structures of using adverb and adverbial. The one is [Adv. + verb] and the 

other is [verb + Adv.] pattern. 

Adverbs ယင ်း 4၊ တုိၵ ်ႉ 5၊ ယင ်းတိုၵ ်ႉ 4 5၊ ေတႃ်ႇထုိင  2 1၊ ေတႃ်ႇ 2၊ ၸဝူ ်ႈ 

3၊ ၵုိင ်ႉၵ င ်ႉ 5 5၊ သႅၼ  1၊ တင ်ႈၸ   3 1၊ သ  ်ႇၸ   2 1and ၼႅတ ်ႈ 3 

can be used in [Adv. + verb] structure. 
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ယင ်း၊ တုိၵ ်ႉ၊ ယင ်းတိုၵ ်ႉ ‘still’ [denoting continued action] 

(57) ယင ်း ၵိၼ     

41  

[still-to eat]  

‘still eating’ 

ေတႃ်ႇထုိင ၊ ေတႃ်ႇ  ‘till, until, up to’  

(58) ေတႃ်ႇထုိင မိငူ ်းလငႅ ်း  

214 4  

[till-country-bright] 

‘until dawn’ 

 

ၸဝူ ်ႈ   ‘duration of time’  

(59) ၸဝူ ်ႈ ၵိၼ     

31   

[while-to eat] 

‘while eating’ 

 

ၵုိင ်ႉၵ င ်ႉ   ‘suddenly’  

(60) ၵုိင ်ႉၵ င ်ႉၵိၼ   

5 51  

[suddenly-to eat] 

‘eat suddenly’ 

 

သႅၼ    ‘incredible’  

(61) သႅၼ ႁဵတ ်း   

1 4  

[incredible-to do] 
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‘do incredible’ 

 

တင ်ႈၸ  ၊ သ  ်ႇၸ    ‘according to one’s will, deliberately’  

(62) တင ်ႈၸ  ၵိၼ    

3 11  

[deliberately-to eat] 

‘eat deliberately’ 

 

ၼႅတ ်ႈ   ‘do quickly’  

(63) ၼႅတ ်ႈၵိၼ    

31 

[do quicklt-to eat]   

‘eat hastily’ 

 

Adverbs and adverbials can be used in [verb + Adv.] structure, are ၼႃ်ႇ 2၊ ႄတ်ႉ 5၊ 

ေၶႃ 1 and verb reduplication. 

 

(64) လီၼႃ်ႇ     

12  

[လ ီ1 ‘be good’ + ၼႃ်ႇ 2 ‘very, too much’]  

‘very good’    

(65) လီႄတ်ႉ    

15    

[လ ီ1 ‘be good’ + ႄတ်ႉ 5 ‘really’] 

‘really good’   

(66) ယူ်ႇေၶႃ      

21   

[ယူ်ႇ 2 ‘to stay’ + ေၶႃ 1 ‘separately’] 
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‘live separately’   

 

verb + Adv.(verb reduplication)  

(67) ၵိၼ  လီလ ီ     

11 1  

[to eat-well]   

‘eat well’ 

 

(68) ယူ်ႇေၶႃေၶႃ  [ေၶႃ ေၶႃ1 1 ‘separately’]    

21 1   

[to stay-separately] 

‘live alone, live separately’ 

(69) ယူ်ႇ ႁိုင ႁိုင   [ႁိုင ႁိုင  1 1 ‘long time’] 

21 1  

[to stay-long time] 

‘stay () be very long in time’   

(70) ၵိၼ  လလီငီ မ ်းင မ ်း [လငီ မ ်း  လလီငီၢမ ်းငၢမ ်း 1 1 44 ‘well’] 

11 1 44  

[to eat-well] 

‘eat very well’ 

2. Grammatical words 

2.1. Auxiliary verbs (Modals)   

In Shan language, auxiliaries are very complicated. Except ၶႆ်ႈ 3and ယ မ ်ႈ 3, the other 

auxiliaries are rank-shifting verbs used as auxiliaries. Some auxiliaries can precede the verb and 

some auxiliaries can follow the verb. 

Auxiliaries, which can precede verbs, are as follow: 
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ၶႆ်ႈ + verb   [ၶႆ်ႈ3‘desire to, want, wish for’] 

(71) ၶ်ႆႈၵိၼ    

3 3 

[want to-to eat] 

'want to eat’ 

 

(72) ၶဝ  ဢမ ်ႇၶႆ်ႈလ တ ်ႈေတႃ်ႇ ႁဝ ်း။   

1 2 3 3 24 

[he/she-NEG-want to-talk-to-me/us]   

‘he/she doesn’t want to talk to me.’ 

 

ၶႆ်ႈႁ်ႈ + verb   [ၶႆ်ႈႁ်ႈ3 3‘wish to have something take place’]   

(73) ၶ်ႆႈႁ်ႈမႃ်း   

3 3 4  

[want to-give-to come]  

‘have () to come’ 

(74) ၶ်ႆႈႁ်ႈ ၽူၼ မႃ်း  

3 31 4   

[want to-give-rain-to come] 

‘wish that the rain would come’ 

 

ယ မ ်ႈ + verb [ယ မ ်ႈ3 ‘be used to’] [ယ မ ်ႈ3 is denoting habitual actions in 

the past.] 

(75) ယ မ ်ႈၵိၼ   

3 1 

[be used to-to eat]  

‘Have had the experience of eating.’ 
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(76) ၶဝ  ယ မ ်ႈၵ ႃ်ႇ မိငူ ်းထႆ်း။   

1 3 2 4 4 

[he/she-be used to-go-country-Thai]  

‘He/she has been in Thailand.’ 

 

လီ + verb   [လ ီ1 ‘be good, be suitable, proper [should]’] 

(77) လ ီၵိၼ    

1 1  

[be good-to eat]  

‘good to eat’, ‘suitable to eat’, ‘should eat’ 

 

လႆ်ႈ + verb   [လႆ်ႈ3 ‘receive, get, had to, must’] 

(78) လႆ်ႈၵိၼ    

3 1  

[to get-to eat]  

‘got the chance to eat, get a profit, got to eat’ 

 

ေမႃ + verb   [ေမႃ 1 ‘know how, be skilled, have skill, be able to’] 

(79) ေမႃလ တ ်ႈ  

1 3

[be skilled-to speak]   

‘be skilled in the use of language’, ‘can speak’ 

 

ၸ  ်ႉ + verb   [ၸ  ်ႉ5‘order, put to use’]   

(80) ၸ  ်ႉၵိၼ    

5 1

[to order-to eat]  
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‘make use of and get the benefit, order someone to eat.’ 

 

ပဵၼ  + verb   [ပၼဵ  1 ‘be, be possible’] 

(81) ပဵၼ ၵိၼ    

11

[to be-to eat]   

‘get to eat’ 

 

ေပႃ်း + verb   [ေပႃ်း4 ‘sufficient, be enough to’]  

(82) ေပႃ်းၵိၼ   

41

[enough-to eat]   

‘enough to eat, be sufficient for eating’ 

 

ႁ်ႈ + verb   [ႁ်ႈ 3 ‘give permission, have something occur’]  

(83) ႁ်ႈၵ ႃ်ႇ   

3 1

[give-to go]   

‘have someone go, go’ 

 

ႁတ ်း + verb   [ႁတ ်း4 ‘be brave enough to’] 

(84) ႁတ ်းၵိၼ   

4 1

[be brave-to eat]   

‘dare to eat’ 

 

If, the rank-shift modal verb ‘ဢ ပ ်ႈ 3or'လႅပ ်ႈ 3and future marker ‘ေတ 

1precede verbs that denote the possibility.  
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ဢ ပ ်ႈေတ + verb  [ဢ ပ ်ႈ3 ‘seem to be’ + ေတ1 ‘will’] 

(85) ၶဝ  ဢ ပ ်ႈေတ ၵ ႃ်ႇ ၵ တ ်ႈယူ်ႇ။  

1 3 1 23 2  

[he/she-seem to-will-to go-market-stay]  

‘They probably will go to market.’ 

 

လႅပ ်ႈေတ + verb   [လပႅ ်ႈ 3 ‘seem to be’ + ေတ1 ‘will’] 

(86) လႅပ ်ႈေတမႃ်းယူ်ႇ။  

3 14 2

[seem to-will-to come-stay]   

‘() probably will come.’ 

Auxiliaries, which can follow the verb, are as follow: 

 

verb + တူၺ ်း   [တူၺ ်း4 ‘look, try out’] 

(87) ၵိၼ တူၺ ်း  

1 4

[to eat-to look]   

‘taste, test the flavor of it’ 

 

verb + ၵ ၼ ်ႇ   [ၵ ၼ ်ႇ2 ‘(do) a head, before’] 

(88) ၵိၼ ၵ ၼ ်ႇ  

12

[to eat- before]   

‘eat a head, eat’ 

 

verb + ပႅတ ်ႈ   [ပႅတ ်ႈ 3 ‘throw away, (do) away] 

(89) ၵိၼ ပႅတ ်ႈ  
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13

[to eat-throw away]   

‘ate’ 

(90) ၵ ႃ်ႇပႅတ ်ႈ   

13

[to go-(do) away]   

‘leave’ 

 

verb +ႄၼ   [ႄၼ1 ‘show, show how to’] 

(91) ၵိၼ ႄၼ   

11

[to eat-to show]   

‘show how to eat’ 

 

verb +ၶႃ်ႈ   [ၶႃ်ႈ3 ‘polite, ‘Please’] 

(92) ၵိၼ ၶႃ်ႈ   

1 3  

[to eat-polite]   

‘Please eat’ 

(93) မႃ်ႈၶႃ်ႈ   

4 3

[to come-polite]   

‘Please come’, ‘welcome’ 

 

verb + လႆ်ႈ   [လႆ်ႈ3 ‘can, could’]  

(94) ၵိၼ လႆ်ႈ   

1 3

[to eat-to get]   
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‘can eat’ 

 

When the verb ပဵၼ  1 ‘to be’, precede လႆ်ႈ3 and လႆ်ႈယူ်ႇ3 2 that denotes the 

permission and possibility. 

(95) ပဵၼ လႆ်ႈ  

4 3

[to be-to get]  

‘have ability to do’, ‘heartless’ 

(96) ႁဵတ ်းလႆ်ႈ  

4 3

[to do-to get]  

‘have ability to do’, ‘heartless’ 

 

2.3. Classifiers 

Classifiers are used when counting or measuring nouns. Different classifiers are used depending 

on the noun; there are separate classifier for different classes of people, objects of different shapes 

and functions, clothes, foods, animals, etc. They directly follow the numerical numbers. The 

structure of NP with classifiers of Shan language are [numeral + classifier], [noun + numeral + 

classifier] and [noun + classifier + numeral]. For numerical number 1, it can construct both [noun 

+ numeral + classifier] and [noun + classifier + numeral] structure. 

Classifiers occur not only with cardinal numbers, but also with other quantifiers, 

demonstratives.  

Classifiers use for time are as follows: 

 

သိၵ ်ႈ  3  ‘second’,  

မဵတ ်ႉ  5 ‘minute’,  

မူင ်း  4 ‘hour, o’clock’,  

ဝ ၼ ်း  4 ‘day’,  
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ၶမ ်ႈ  3 ‘night’,  

ၶိုၼ ်း  4 ‘night’,  

ဝူင ်ႈ  3 ‘week’,  

လိူၼ   1 ‘month’ and  

ပီီႊ  6 ‘year’.     

 

(97) ၶ ဝ ်းယ မ ်းေတမႃ်း ၵ င ၶမ ်ႈ ႗ မူင ်း ေတႃ်ႇ ႑႒ မငူ ်း။    

441413 442414  

[time-will-come-night-7-O’clock-to-12-O’clock] 

‘(we) will come between 7 PM to 12 AM. 

(98) ေတယူ်ႇတီ်ႈၼႆ်ႉ  ႓ ဝ ၼ ်း။ 

123 514  

[will-stay-place-this-3-day]   

‘will stay here 3 days’   

(99) ေတယူ်ႇတီ်ႈၼႆ်ႉ  ႓ လိၼူ ။  

123 511  

[will-stay-place-this-3-month]  

‘will stay here 3 months’  

(100) လိူၼ  ႓ ေတမိဝူ ်းႁိူၼ ်း။  

111 44  

[month-3-will-back-house] 

‘In March, will return back to home’ 

The phrase လိူၼ  ႓ 1 1 from the sentence of [လိူၼ  ႓ ေတမိဝူ ်းႁိူၼ ်း။ 

111 44] is only denote for the name of March, as well as ‘the third month’ of 

the year. 
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The following are general classifiers in Shan language. 

ၵူ်ႈ  3  ‘objects in pairs’   

ေၵႃ 1  ‘cluster’  

ေၵႃ်ႉ 5  ‘person’ (general classifier)’  

ၵမ ်း 4 ‘number of times, mouthfuls of food’ 

ၵဵၼ  1  ‘roll’     

ၵိင ်ႇ 2  ‘branch’ 

ၵ င   1  ‘collect, piles of material’  

ၵ ပ ်း 4  ‘bunch’  

ၵ ၼ ်ႈ 3  ‘lump’     

ၵ ၼ ်း  4  ‘roost’ 

ေၶႃ်ႈ 3  ‘words’     

ၸမု ်ႇ 2 ‘pair, set’ 

ၸမု ်း  4 ‘group’      

ၸ ၵ ်း  4 ‘package, bundle’  

သ ႆ်ႉ  5  ‘string anything, items in pairs, bunches or clusters’ 

သဵၼ ်ႈ 3  ‘to anything like a rope, thin, long items’ 

သိူင ်း 4  ‘pair’     

သ ၼ ်ႉ 5 ‘layer’ 

တႃ်ႇ 2  ‘portion, one meal’   

တုမ  1 ‘log’ 

တုမ ်ႇ 2  ‘bud’      

တူဝ   1  ‘body, animals’     

တဵင ်ႇ  2  ‘carry on the head’    

ထႅဝ   1  ‘line’   

ပႃ်း  4  ‘sacred persons or objects (such as Buddhist monks)’ 

ပပ ်ႉ  5  ‘book’    

ပ ၵ ်ႈ  3  ‘trips’ 
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ပ တ ်း  4  ‘piece, short’    

ၽုင   1 ‘herd, collection’ 

ၽိုၼ   1 ‘form of sheet, literary pieces, documents, letters, etc.’ 

မူ်ႇ  2  ‘group’    

မ ၵ ်ႈ  3 ‘blade, thins long and straight’  

မ င   1 ‘be thin’     

မတ ်ႉ 5  ‘bundles’ 

မဵတ ်ႉ  5  ‘seed’     

မႅၵ ်ႇ  2 ‘bear on the shoulder by holding’ 

မ     1 ‘leaf’     

ယ တ ်ႇ 2  ‘drop’ 

ယ င ်ႈ 3  ‘step’      

လင   1  ‘house’       

လမ ်း  4  ‘anything round ang long’   

လုၵ ်ႈ  3  ‘anything round, globular things’ 

လူင ်ႇ  2  ‘blossom’    

လဝ ်း  4  ‘be long and straight’ 

လႅၼ ်း 4  ‘roll up’     

လ ၵ ်း  4  ‘spot, bloc’ 

ဝ င ်း  4 ‘yard’     

ေႁႃ်ႇ  2  ‘package’ 

ႁူၺ ်ႇ  2  ‘seed, anything round’   

ႁ ပ ်ႇ  2  ‘carry on the shoulder’   

ႁ မ   1 ‘bear on the shoulder’   

ႁူဝ   1  ‘head’ 

ႁိူဝ ်း  4  ‘bunch’ 
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The way to use general classifiers are as follows: 

 

Structure for cardinal number 1:  

noun + numeral + classifier   

(101) ၵူၼ ်း ႑ ေၵႃ်ႉ   [ေၵႃ်ႉ 5 ‘person’]  

435  

[human-1-person] 

‘a person, one person’ 

OR 

noun + classifier + numeral    

(102) ၵူၼ ်း ေၵႃ်ႉ ႑     

45 3

[human-person-1]   

‘a person, one person’  

 

General structure of classifier (except cardinal number 1):   

noun + numeral + classifier 

(103) ၶႃ်ႈ မီ်း ၼ င ်ႉၸ ႆ်း ႓ ေၵႃ်ႉ။    

345415

[I-have-younger brother-3- person]

‘I have 3 younger brothers.’ 

(104) ၶဝ  မီ်း ႁိူၼ ်း ႒ လင ။    

14411

[he/she-has-house-2- classifier]

‘He/She has 2 houses.’ 

 

2.4. Conjunction 

Conjunction is a word that syntactically links words or larger constituents, and expresses a 
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semantic relationship between them. In Shan language, can divid as coordinate conjunction, 

correlative conjunction and subordinate conjunction. 

Coordinate conjunctions that the connect words, phrases and clauses are တႃ်ႇ 2 ‘for’, 

ႄလ်ႈ 3 ‘and’၊ တင ်း 4 ‘and, with’.  

(105) ေပႃ်ႈ ႄလ်ႈ ႄမ်ႈ ေတမႃ်း။    

33314  

[father-and-mother-will-come] 

‘Father and mother will come.’ 

(106) ၶဝ  ၵိၼ  ၶဝ ်ႈ တင ်း ၶဝ ်ႈသ ႆ်း။   

11343 4  

[he/she-eat-rice-and-rice noodle] 

‘He/she eat rice and rice-noodle.’ 

(107) ဢဝ  ၶဝ ်ႈ တႃ်ႇ လုၵ ်း။    

13424

[take-rice-for-children]   

‘() take/took rice for () children.’ 

Some correlative conjunctions that denote in pairs to join words and phrase of equal 

weight in a sentence. All of coordinate and correlative conjunctions are standing between 

concerning words, phrases and clauses. 

ဢိၵ ်ႇပႃ်း 24၊ ဢိၵ ်ႇတင ်း 24၊ ဢိၵ ်ႇပႃ်းတင ်း 24 4  ‘with, together 

with’ 

 

(108) ေပႃ်ႈ ဢိၵ ်ႇပႃ်းတင ်း လုင ်း ေတမႃ်းၸ မ ်းၵၼ ၶႃ်ႈ။ 

32 44 41 34 13 

[father-conj.-uncle-will-come-together-pural- polite particle] 

‘father will come together with uncle’ 

 

ႄလ်ႈသင   31     ‘and-and, both-and’ 
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(109) ယိင ်း ႄလ်ႈသင  ၸ ်ႆး ႄလ်ႈသင  ဢ ၼ ၵၼ မႃ်းေသတႃ်ႉ။ 

43 14 31 11 41 5 

[girl-conj.-boy-conj.-together-come-please]  

‘both girls and boys, please come together’ 

 

ေသဢမ ်ႇၵႃ်ႈ 124၊ ဢမ ်ႇၵႃ်း 24   ‘be more than’ 

(110) ယိင ်း ေသဢမ ်ႇၵႃ်း ၸ ်ႆး ေၵႃ်ႈ မႃ်းယူ်ႇ။ 

41 2 4 4 3 4 2 

[girl-conj.-boy-also-come-stay] 

‘not only girls but also boys are also coming’ 

 

ေၵႃ်ႈယဝ ်ႉ 35၊ ေၵႃ်ႈယႃ်ႇ 32    ‘although, even though’. 

(111) ၵိၼ သင  ေၵႃ်ႈယႃ်ႇ ႁ်ႈ ၵိၼ လလီီ။  

11 3 2 3 1 1 1 

[eat-anything-conj.-give-eat-well] 

‘even eat anythings should eat well’ 

 

Shan subordinate conjunctions that are connecting two unequal parts are:  

ဢမ ်ႇၼၼ   21      ‘or’  

ေၵႃ်ႈ 3 ‘also’, ၵ ႆ်းၵႃ်ႈ 43၊ ၵူၺ ်းၵႃ်ႈ 43   ‘but, however’ 

ေသတႃ်ႉေၵႃ်ႈ 13 3      ‘although, even if, even though’ 

ၵ မ ်ႉၵႃ်ႈ   53      ‘just for, if only for’ 

ၵ ပ ်းသင ႄလ်ႈဝႃ်ႈၼ ႆ31 3 3 1    ‘for what reason’  

ပဵၼ သင ႄလ်ႈဝႃ်ႈၼ ႆ1133 1    ‘why’  

ၸ င ်ႇဝႃ်ႈ  23      ‘then’  

ၵ ပ ်ႈၼ ႆ   31      ‘therefore’,  

ပိဝူ ်ႈၼ ႆ31 ၊ ၵ ပ ်ႈပိဝူ ်ႈၼႆ 33 1    ‘so’  

ၵ ပ ်ႈ 3 ၊ ၵ ပ ်ႈပိူဝ ်ႈ 33၊ ပိူဝ ်ႈ 3    ‘on account of, because’ 
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ေပႃ်းဝႃ်ႈ ၼ ႆ4 3 1 ၊ ေပႃ်းဝႃ်ႈၸိငူ ်ႉၼ ႆ43 51  ‘if so’ 

ေပႃ်းဝႃ်ႈၼၼ  43 1 ၊ ေပႃ်းဝႃ်ႈၸိငူ ်ႉၼၼ  4 3 5 1  ‘so, if so then’ 

သင ဝႃ်ႈ 13၊ သင ၸိူဝ ်ႉဝႃ်ႈ 15 3    ‘if’.  

Subordinate conjunctions stand at the starting place of the second statement. 

 

2.5. Prepositions 

A preposition is important to indicate location. The most basic locative preposition is တီ်ႈ 

3followed by the demonstractives ၼႆ်ႉ 5, ၼၼ ်ႉ 5or ပုၼ ်ႉ 5. 

 

(112) ယူ်ႇတီ်ႈၼႆ်ႉ  

235

[stay-place-this] 

‘(I) live here’ 

(113) ႁိူၼ ်းၶဝ ယူ်ႇတ်ီႈ ၼၼ ်ႉ  

4 1 2 3 5   

[house-he/she-stay-place-there] 

‘his/her house is over there’ 

 

Prepositions use in Shan language are as follow. 

ၵႃ်ႈ 3၊ တီ်ႈ 3ၵႃ်ႈတီ်ႈ 33   ‘in, at’,  

ၼိူဝ  1၊ ပႃ်ႈၼိူဝ  31    ‘on, above’,  

ၼ  ်း 4         ‘in, inside’,  

တ  ်ႈ 3         ‘under, below’,  

ၵ င  1၊ ဝူင ်းၵ င  31    ‘between, among’, 

ပႃ်ႈၼႃ်ႈ 33        ‘in front of’,  

တ င ်းလ င  41       ‘back, behind’,  

ၼ ၵ ်ႈ 3          ‘outside’,  

ႁိမ ်း 4၊ ႁိမ ်းႁွမ ်း 44   ‘near’,  
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ငဝ ်ႈ 3၊ တိၼ  1      ‘base’,  

ပ  ႆ1၊ႁူဝ  1       ‘top’,  

ၸဵင ်ႇ 2         ‘corner’. 

 

2.6. Question particles 

The following particles are used to make an interrogative sentence in Shan language.  

ႁႃ်ႉ 5or ႁႃ်း 4and ႁိုဝ  1  ‘for yes/no question’ 

ေၵႃ်ႉလ    51      ‘Who?, Whom?, Which person?’   

ၽ     1        ‘Who?, Whom?’ 

ၽူ်ႈလ     31      ‘Which person?’ 

သင ၊ ဢီ်ႈသင  1or31    ‘What?’ 

မိဝူ ်ႈလ    31      ‘When?’ 

ၶ ဝ ်းယ မ ်းလ   44 1   ‘When?, Which time?’ 

တီ်ႈလ     31      ‘Which place?, Where?’  

ဢၼ လ  ။  11      ‘Which?’ 

ၵႃ်ႈႁိုဝ     31      ‘How much?’ 

ၸိူင ်ႉႁိုဝ   51      ‘How?’ 

 

For ‘yes/no’ question, directive interrogative particles ႁႃ်ႉ5or ႁႃ်း 4and ႁိုဝ  

1are followed at the end of the sentence. 

 

(114) သ ူေတမႃ်း မိဝူ ်ႈၼ်ႆႉ ႁႃ်း။  

1 1 4 3 5 4  

[you-will-come-to day-question particle] 

‘will you come today?’  

(115) ယ  ်ႇ ႁႃ်း လဵၵ ်ႉႁႃ်း။ 

2 4 5 4

[big-question-small-question] 

‘Is it big or small?’  
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The interrogative sentence for a person (subject) must start with the question particles ၽ   

1 ‘who’,   ၽူ်ႈလ  31andေၵႃ်ႉလ   51‘which person’.  

 

(116) ၽ   မႃ်း။    [ၽ   1 ‘who, whom’] 

1 4  

[who-come] 

‘Who (is) coming?’ 

(117) ၽူ်ႈလ   ၵိၼ ။   [ၽူ်ႈလ   31 ‘which person’] 

31 1

[classifier of person-question marker-to eat]  

‘Who eat ()?’   

(118) ေၵႃ်ႉလ   ႁဵတ ်း။  [ေၵႃ်ႉလ   51‘which person’]

51 4  

[classifier of person-question marker-to do] 

‘Who did?’   

 

The interrogative sentence for a person (object) must end by question particles ၽ   1 

‘who’, ၽူ်ႈလ  31andေၵႃ်ႉလ   51‘which person’.  

 

(119) ၶဝ  ႁဵတ ်း ေၵႃ်ႉလ  ။   

14 51

[they-do-whom]  

‘They act () to whom.’  

To construct interrogative sentences for ‘place from’, the question particle တီ်ႈလ   

31must follow departure place. 

 

(120) လုၵ ်ႉ တီ်ႈလ   မႃ်း။   [တီ်ႈလ    31‘which place, where?’] 

531 4

[get up-place-which-come]  
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‘Where () came from?’  

(121) ယူ်ႇ တီ်ႈလ   ႁွင ်ႉ။   

2 31 5  

[stay-place-which-call]  

‘(you) call (me) from where?’  

 

To construct interrogative sentences for ‘place to’, the question particles တီ်ႈလ   

31လ   1 follow arrival place or toward. 

 

(122) မႃ်း တီ်ႈလ  ။   

431  

[come-place-which]  

‘where (are you) come to?’   

(123) ၵ ႃ်ႇ တီ်ႈလ  ။    

2 31  

[go-place-which] 

‘where (are you) going to?’  

 

To construct interrogative sentences ‘for price’, the sentence must end by question 

particle ၵႃ်ႈႁိုဝ  31.  

 

(124) ဢၼ ၼႆ်ႉ ၵႃ်ႈႁိုဝ ။   [ၵႃ်ႈႁိုဝ  31 ‘how much?] 

1531  

[thing-this-how much]   

‘how much for this? 

(125) လႆ်ႈပၼ  ၵႃ်ႈႁိုဝ ။   

3131

[to get-to give-how much]    
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‘how much () must pay? 

 

The question particle မိဝူ ်ႈလ   31[Which time?, When?] can be located at the 

starting place and ending place of the interrogative sentences ‘for time’.  

 

(126) ၵဝ ေတလႆ်ႈ ထူပ ်းႁၼ  မ  ်း ထႅင ်ႈ မိဝူ ်ႈလ  ။   

11 34 14 3 31  

[I-will-to get-to meet-to see-yo-again-when] 

‘When can I see you again?’ 

(127) မိဝူ ်ႈလ   ၵဝ ေတလႆ်ႈ ထူပ ်းႁၼ  မ  ်း ထႅင ်ႈ။ 

31 11 34 14 3

[when-I-will-to get-to meet-to see-yo-again] 

 

The word မိူဝ ်ႈ 3 that denotes time is the same meaning to ၶ ဝ ်းယ မ ်း 44, 

that ၶ ဝ ်းယ မ ်း 44also denotes time. So, the word ၶ ဝ ်းယ မ ်း 44canreplace 

for the word မိဝူ ်ႈ 3. 

 

(128) ၵဝ ေတလႆ်ႈ ထူပ ်းႁၼ  မ  ်း ထႅင ်ႈ ၶ ဝ ်းယ မ ်းလ  ။  

11 34 14 3 44 1

[I-will-to get-to meet-to see-yo-again-time-which] 

 ‘When can I see you again?’ 

(129) ၶ ဝ ်းယ မ ်းလ   ၵဝ ေတလႆ်ႈ ထူပ ်းႁၼ  မ  ်း ထႅင ်ႈ။ 

44 1 11 34 14 3   

[time-which-I-will-to get-to meet-to see-yo-again] 

‘When can I see you again?’ 

 

To construct interrogative sentences ‘the way to do -’, question particle ၸိငူ ်ႉႁိုဝ  

51 must occur at the end of the sentence. 
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(130) ႁဵတ ်း ၸိူင ်ႉႁိုဝ ။   [ၸိငူ ်ႉႁိုဝ  51 ‘how?’] 

4 51  

[to do-how] 

‘How to do?’ 

(131) လ တ ်ႈ ၸိငူ ်ႉႁိုဝ ။   

3 51  

[to tell-how] 

‘How () say?’ 

 

2.7. Negation particle 

The negation particle use in Shan language is ဢမ ်ႇ 2‘no, not’. The formation of a negative 

sentence is ‘NP+ negative particle +VP’. ဢမ ်ႇ 2 can negate auxiliaries as well. 

 

(132) ဢမ ်ႇမီ်း   

2 4    

‘(I) haven’t ().’ 

(133) ဢမ ်ႇၶ်ႆႈၵိၼ   

2 3 1    

‘(I) don’t want to eat.’ 

 

We can use ပႆ်ႇ2 or ဢမ ်ႇပႆ်ႇ2 2to make negative or interrogative to show that 

something has not happened by a particular time. Those particles precede verbs and verb phrases. 

 

ပႆ်ႇ + verb    [ပႆ်ႇ2 ‘yet, so far’] 

(134) ပႆ်ႇၵိၼ    

2 1   

[yet-to eat] 

‘not eat yet’ 
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For imperative of negation, ယႃ်ႇ 2and ယႃ်ႇေပ 2 1precede verbs. Both denote 

‘don’t’. 

 

ယႃ်ႇ 2or ယႃ်ႇေပ 2 1+ verb   

(135) ယႃ်ႇ ၵိၼ   

2 1

[don’t + eat]  

‘don’t eat’  

(136) ယႃ်ႇေပၵိၼ   

2 1 1   

[don’t + eat]  

‘don’t eat’   

Summary 

1) Most Shan nouns are monosyllabic words. Therefore, new words are formed by compounding 

word to word without changing their original forms. In some compound nouns, the second nouns 

are modifying to the closest previous noun. 2) Serial verb constructions can describe a sequence 

of consecutive actions. 3) ‘Verb’ and ‘adjective’ overlap in Shan language. Either nouns or verbs 

can use as an adjectival to modify to belonging nouns. 4) Auxiliaries can precede related verbs in 

some cases and it can follow related verbs in other cases. 5) Adverb and adverbial can occur in 

front of the verb and behind the verb. 6) The negation particle ဢမ ်ႇ 2‘no, not’ can precede 

the verb directly and can negate auxiliary as well. This study has not completed yet. I will try to 

study more specifically. I hope, this study can support researcher to understand the Shan sound 

system and word categories.  
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